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The Sixth Balkan Print Forum meeting will take place
on October 20 – 21, 2011 in Belgrade, Serbia.
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At the manroland press-conference before the start of the
Fifth Balkan Print Forum
© Titi Amzar, Print Magazin, Romania
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This fifth anniversary of the Forum was attended by
Prof. Gerd Finkbeiner, Chairman of the Executive
Board of manroland AG, co-founder and great supporter of the Balkan Print Forum initiative. At the
manroland press-conference before the event start he
pointed out that for manroland the Balkan Print Forum is a meaningful and important project and activity. “It is for us of high priority to support the Forum
and make it a successful regional event, a regional
organisation which offers added value to all its participants.”
During the last two years the Balkan Print Forum has
developed to an institution for providing daily
contacts with members, partners, manufacturers and
suppliers. Participating in this institution ensures
useful contacts and gives the possibility for answering questions, discussing ideas and finding appropriate solutions. As a matter of course the Balkan Print
media community is expanding beyond the geographic boarders which proves the importance and
the need of more communication in the printing industry of the region.

In the presentation “Labels and flexible packaging – Web
offset solutions” Roland Henn, Managing Director CEE,
Muller Martini GmbH introduced the company and showed
its activities in the Balkan and East European region.
© Balkan Print Forum

Communicating on different levels
increases the value of the event
Speakers from manroland AG, Muller Martini
GmbH, Leonhard KURZ Stiftung & Co.KG, Océ
Printing Systems GmbH, Béta-Roll Hengergumizó
Zrt. and Infopress Group Hungary Zrt. presented
very interesting and innovative information under the
motto of the Forum “Premium Printing – High Impact, Good Achievements”.

Prof. Gerd Finkbeiner presented his “Perspective Print
2020 – Increasing efficiency and creating value with premium printing”.
© Balkan Print Forum

Bernd Schopferer, Product and Marketing Manager,
Muller Martini Druckmaschinen GmbH, informed the
audience about different methods for flexible packaging
printing.
© Balkan Print Forum

Ulrich Bernhard, Sales & Marketing Manager, Europe,
Middle East, South America, Leonhard KURZ Stiftung &
Co.KG, talked about “Hot Stamping & Cold Foil Transfer
– Designs and Trends for the Packaging Industry”.
© Balkan Print Forum
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exhibited their table-top information materials in
front of the event hall. A great number of the Forum
participants took advantage of this additional possibility to get up-to-date information, to establish new
direct contacts to the suppliers and to discuss important issues.

“Offset to Digital – me too Business or new Opportunities?” was presented by Engelbert Stranegger, Director
Business Development Inkjet Technology, Océ Printing
Systems GmbH.
© Balkan Print Forum
The information table-tops in front of the event hall.
© Titi Amzar, Print Magazin, Romania

Dr. Rossitza Velkova, Coordinator of the Balkan Print
Forum, in a discussion about the good achievements in
packaging printing with (from left) István Kása, general
manager, Kner Printing House, Jan Lindström, UPM
Sales GmbH and Thomas Hauser, Vice President Corporate Marketing & Communications and Press Officer, manroland AG. The discussion panel has been introduced in
the event programme for the first time this year.
© Balkan Print Forum

Another new successful launch at the Fifth Balkan
Print Forum was the presenting of information materials on table–tops during the meeting. manroland
AG, main sponsor of the Fifth Balkan Print Forum
event, the co-sponsors: Muller Martini GmbH, Océ
Printing Systems GmbH and Leonhard KURZ Stiftung & Co.KG, the sub-sponsor UPM, the supporters: Agfa Graphics, Béta-Roll Hengergumizó Zrt.,
M–real, Weilburger Graphics GmbH and Sappi, as
well as the PrintCity Alliance and BD–Expo Kft., the
Hungarian representation of Messe Düsseldorf, have

Part of the speakers at the Fifth Balkan Print Forum:
(from left) Gábor Balogh, Sales and Marketing Manager,
Béta-Roll Hengergumizó Zrt., Hungary and Tamás Gál,
General manager, Béta-Roll Hengergumizó Zrt., Hungary
presented “From Roland Praktika to Lithoman – from Adriatic to Black See – with Beta-Roll Rubber Rollers”; Imre
Lakatos, General Manager, InfoPress Group Hungary Zrt.
spoke about “Innovations in the Magazine Printing House”;
Dr. Csaba Horváth, Director of Media Technology Institute, ÓbudaUniversity, Hungary, moderated the second
part of the event.
© Balkan Print Forum

Dr. Rossitza Velkova, Coordinator of the Balkan
Print Forum, presented the activities of the Balkan
Print Forum during the last year and announced the
new Initiative for Printers' Education and Qualification – IPEQ. She pointed out that the institution
Balkan Print Forum is a strong print media community with a very big potential.
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At the Forum session of the representatives of the
Balkan and other European Graphic Arts Schools
and Universities Ph.D. Yaroslav Uhryn, vice-rector
of study process organization, informed about the basic scientific research directions of the Ukrainian
Academy of Printing.

Ph.D. Yaroslav
Uhryn, Vice-Rector
of study process
oganization,
Ukrainian Academy
of Printing.

one 6-colour manroland offset printing machines in
size up to 700×1000 mm and 880×1260 mm respectively. Mr. László Németh, Managing Director, Mr.
László Buga, Technical Manager, and some other
stuff members warmly welcomed the guests. The
visitors had a short presentation and a very interesting tour around the printing house. They remained
fully convinced that the managers and the staff have
good reasons to be proud of the company production
which meets the highest quality standards of today.
At the end of the visit every guest received a nice
present – a relief map of the earth.

© Balkan Print
Forum

Dr. Mladen Lovrecek, Secretary General of iarigai,
shortly presented the International Association of
Research Organizations for the Information, Media
and Graphic Arts Industries. Prof. Lidija Mandić informed about the Faculty of Graphic Arts, University
of Zagreb, Croatia.

Visiting the museum of the Army Printing house “MoD
Mapping Company” in Budapest.
© Atanas Dzhazhev, Polygrafia magazine, Bulgaria

Dušan Pavićević,
President of the
Union of Graphic
Engineers and
Technicians of
Serbia makes an
invitation to the
Sixth Balkan Print
Forum in Belgrade.
© Balkan Print
Forum

Visiting the MoD Mapping Company
On October 15, 2010 the Fifth Balkan Print Forum
participants had the opportunity to visit the Budapest
printing house “MoD Mapping Company”. The
printing house was founded in 1919 as an independent Hungarian military mapping organisation. Today
it caries out the primary responsibility to produce
mapping materials for the Hungarian Defence
Forces. The map printing is performed on one 4- and

The Fifth Balkan Print Forum participants visited the Army
Printing house “MoD Mapping Company” in Budapest.
© Nikolas Raftopoulos, Typographia magazine, Greece

Info: Balkan Print Forum
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80 Key Customers from Central
and Eastern Europe
Visited manroland in Offenbach

DIGITALEXPO – the Trade Show
for Image Making and Printed
Communication

Great performance for interested guests at the Print
Technology Centre: the ROLAND 200H LV produced coated print samples in format 50 x 70 with a
press speed of 15.000 sheets per hour. On the ROLAND 500 highly enhanced packagings have been
generated with cold foil application in the Multi-Reel
method and with twin coating effects in one pass
through the press.
On the ROLAND 700 HiPrint was demonstrated that
in a stable print process high quality print can be
achieved also by applying very light weight paper.
The ROLAND 700 DirectDrive proved its high economic performance: three 4/4-colour jobs with a circulation of 500 sheets have been produced in a very
short time with the usual excellent manroland quality.

Image making – forwarding – printing/processing,
publishing/finished product: the whole world of the
image making and the printed communication,
nowadays is one of the fastest developing sector of the
economy considering the persistent pressure for speed
and thrift. These processes are tightly connected with
each other and work as a complex system – and digitalization makes them common. The DIGITALEXPO
has shown this system on 15–17 September 2010 at
the SYMA Sports and Event Centre in Budapest.
The Signexpo trade show for the advertisement decoration took place at the same time and in the same
place. Co-organizer was Expositor Ltd. These two
trade shows presented together the latest technologies on this market.
Info: http://www.digitalexpo.hu

Key customers from seven countries from Central and
Eastern Europe visited manroland in Offenbach to get acquainted with the latest developments in sheetfed offset
printing. A comprehensive program has been experienced
by the customers.
© manroland, Photo: Romy Fleischer.

The application of modern technology gave the possibility for the guests to learn a lot about the latest
products and service portfolio of manroland at the
leading test site in sheetfed offset printing. Parallel to
the excellent technical performance high impressive
are the fast and reliable service, perfectly balanced
process system components, smooth pressroom networking and result-oriented consulting. The guests
visited also the foundry and the assembly line.
Info: manroland AG

Printtek Istanbul
Trade fair for printing technology and paper

Printtek is an international print technologies and paper exhibition and will host new technologies and
various activities of international brands. People who
have hearts devoted to printing as a profession have
a chance to meet with leading companies of the industry. Printtek will include pre–press systems and ma-
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terials, printing machines and materials, post–printing
machinery and materials as well as paper, digital
printing systems and related materials. The fair will
be a perfect base for new investments and the development of existing ones.
Date: 24.11.2010 – 28.11.2010
Trade Show Contact:
nazangungor@tuyap.com.tr, www.printtekfair.com
Fair location:
Tüyap Fair Convention & Congress Center,
Gürpınar Kvş, 34522 Istanbul, Turkey
Product groups:
binding machines, CAD systems, CAM systems,
cardboard, cutting machines, digital printing systems, dyes, films, folding machines, gluing machines, graphics software, imaging systems, inks, labelling machines, labels, paper, perforating
machines, printers, printing materials, printing
presses, printing software, printing systems.
Industry sectors:
Industry, Machine Construction, Paper Industry,
Printing and Publishing, Printing Technology.

80-th Anniversary of the Moscow State
University of Printing Arts
42nd Conference of the International Circle
of Educational Institutes for Graphic Arts
Technology and Management
The central 80th anniversary celebration of the Moscow State University of Printing Arts (MSUPA)
took place on October 21st, 2010. Many other events
were organized in the Russian capital during the celebration week. One of them was the 42 nd Annual
Conference of the International Circle of Educational
Institutes for Graphic Arts Technology and Management. This year the host of the Conference was Moscow. Prof. Dr. Alexander Tsyganenko, rector of
MSUPA is one of the founders of the International
Circle of Educational Institutes. Members are Universities from all over the world, graduating students
in the field of Graphic Arts.

Info: http://www.tuyap.com.tr

Sign Art – From Past to Present

The International Outdoor Advertising Trade Fair
Sign Istanbul will be held on November 25 – 28,
2010 in Tüyap Fair & Congress Centre.
With parallel events and activities such as work-shops,
conference organizations, solution presentations and
practical training sessions, since 12 years Sign Istanbul keeps being the centre of information and technology in addition to trade and partnership opportunities.
‘Keystone of Knowledge’ in Outdoor Advertising Sign
Istanbul is the essential bearer gathering and balancing
the components of Outdoor Advertising. The outdoor
advertising world, rapidly blooming, varying and each
time getting more creative in a global market, represents itself in Sign Istanbul.
Info: Sign Istanbul, Turkey

Professor Dr. Alexander Tsyganenko by the opening ceremony of the 80-th anniversary

The representatives of the Bulgarian universities
Assoc. Prof. Dr. R. Sardjeva, Technical University
Sofia, branch Plovdiv; Dr. T. Boshkova and Dr. I.
Spiridonov, Chemical University of Technology and
Metalurdgy, had presentations at the Conference .
Participants from countries all over the world – Germany, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, India,
China, Mongolia, USA, Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark, Republic Korea, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, etc., attended the Conference. It
was an important meeting point where many respectable and well known scientists in the field of Graphic
Arts came together, like Prof. Helmut Kipphan, Prof.
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Wolfgang Faigle, Prof. Edgar Doersam, Prof. Yury
Kuznetsov, Prof. A. Rajendrakumar, Prof. Vannikov
and many others. Mr. Regis Delmontagne from USA,
the former President of NPES (American Association
of Printing Suppliers) took part in the Conference
too. New contacts and collaboration work have been
established between different universities and their
representatives. The Technical University Sofia
branch Plovdiv countersigned their agreement with
MSUPA for cooperation and development in the field
education and science until 2014.
The official ceremony of the 80 th anniversary took
place in the Pillared Hall of the Moscow Trade Union House. Many guests passed their greetings to
MSUPA. On behalf of the Bulgarian printing society
Mr. Petar Kanev, President of the Printing Industry
Union of Bulgaria expressed cordial congratulations.

Petersburg Graphic Arts Salon 2010
The Fifth Graphic Arts Salon took place on September 28 – 29, 2010 in the Azimut Hotel in St. Petersburg. It has been organized by the
St. Petersburg Graphic Art Union.
The business forum brings together
print specialists from the region who
discuss on high professional level modern solutions
in printing and advertising. The “Petersburg Graphic
Arts Salon 2010” is an effective platform for business communication of experts, for the demonstration of the latest print solutions, advanced materials,
innovative products and services necessary for effective print production and advertising activities.
Info: http://www.spspb.ru

May, 11th, 2011 – 300 Years of Printing
in St. Petersburg, Russia

Mr. Petar Kanev passes his congratulations to MSUPA.

The hosts of the MSUPA were delighted to provide
for all international guests a tour around the Moscow
city – Kremlin, Red Square, the Cathedral of Christ
the Saviour, Pushkin Museum, the Novodevichy
Convent and other sights.
All attendees of the International Circle have been
impressed by the very warm reception and perfect
organization of the 42nd Conference.
Info: Assoc. Prof. Dr. R. Sardjeva,
Technical University Sofia, branch Plovdiv

On October 11, 1710 Peter I the Great ordered the
transportation of typographic equipment and skilled
workers from the Moscow printing house to St.
Petersburg. At the beginning of 1711 the first St.
Petersburg printing house was founded. On May 11,
1711 the first product – the newspaper “Vedomosti”
was printed there. In July 1712 the first book was issued – “Processes” by E. F. Krompeyna. In 1719
there were 86 employees working on five printing
presses, on one engraving unit, and on a small camp
unit. In 1727 the St. Petersburg printing house
became ineffective and was closed.
Info: http://www.spspb.ru

■▄

The tenth issue
of the Balkan Print Forum News will be
published at the end of February, 2011.

